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ABSTRACT 
The author studies the construction of p.n.p. matrices, i.e., matrices with nonposi- 
tive principal minors of orders k, 1 Q k < n. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Recall that an n-by-n matrix A is called a partially nonpositive (p.n.p.) 
matrix if each of its principal minors is nonpositive; this is denoted A E PNP. 
Further, we say that an n-by-n matrix A is an inverse p.n.p. matrix if its 
inverse matrix is a p.n.p. matrix; we denote this A E IPNP. 
Saigal and Johnson [1,2] discussed some spectral properties of p.n.p. 
matrices and studied them in connection with Lemke’s algorithm for solving 
linear and convex quadratic programming problems. In [3-51 we have given 
general properties and equivalent characterizations of these matrices. The 
main purpose of this paper is to give some constructions of p.n.p. matrices. 
Our results are convenient for some applications of spectral properties of 
p.n.p. matrices. 
2. RESULTS 
We first give the following lemmas. 
LEMMA 2.1 [6]. Let A = (aij)nxn >, 0 be irreducible. lf A E PNP, then 
A is a cyclic matrix of even index. 
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Proof. If A is primitive, then h, = p(A) [here p(A) is the spectral 
radius] is a simple eigenvalue of A, and for any eigenvalue Ai of A we have 
p(A) > lXil (i = 2,..., n). By [2], - p(A) is also an eigenvalue of A, which is 
a contradiction. 
‘Let k be cyclic index of A, and f(A) be characteristic polynomial of A. 
Then [6] 
where ]&I < 1 for 1~ i < r if r > 1. Since - p(A) is an eigenvalue of A, we 
have - p(A) = p( A)[cos(ejr/k) + sin(2jr/k)] for some 0 Q j < k - 1; thus 
2 jr/k = 7, i.e. k = 2 j. n 
LEMMA 2.2. Let A = (cz~~)“~,, > 0 be a p.n.p. matrix. If n is odd, then 
det A = 0. 
Proof. 
(i) A is irreducible. By Lemma 2.1 it follows that cyclic index k of A is 
even, i.e., k = 27n for some positive integer. Moreover, the characteristic 
polynomial f(X) of A has form 
where ]Si] Q 1, 1 < i < T. If t = 0, then 12 = 2mr is also even, which is a 
contradiction. Hence t = 0, that is, det A = 0. 
(ii) A is reducible. Without loss of generality we may assume that 
A= (1) 
where each Aii is either irreducible of order ni ( > 1) or a 1 X 1 null matrix, 
l~i~m.Ifthereexistsal<j,~msuchthat A,,=O,thendetA=O.If 
all Aii are irreducible (1~ i Q m), then using a similar method for each Aii, 
we have that either Aii is singular or fli is even. If some Aii is singular, then 
A is also singular. If each Aii is nonsingular, then each ni is even; hence n is 
also even, which is a contradiction. Therefore A is singular. n 
LEMMA 2.3 [5]. Let A = (aij)nxn E PNP. Then A + D E PNP, where 
D = ck(la,,l,..., IanA). 
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LEMMA 2.4. Let A = (aij)nxn be a real matrix with a, j f 0 (i f j). If 
all principal s&matrices of order 3 of A are p.n.p. matrices, then there 
exists a signature matrix S (here S is diagonal with diagonal elements + 1) 
such that SAS G 0. Further, if a,, # 0 (1 G i < n) then SAS < 0. 
Proof By Lemma 2.3 we assume a,, = 0 (1~ i < n). We use induction 
on the order of A. Let n = 3. If A >, 0, then A is primitive and A G PNP by 
Lemma 2.1. Assume first that azl < 0 and a 31 > 0. If aa < 0, then we can 
deduce det A > 0; hence as2 > 0. Let S = diag(1, 1, - 1); then SAS < 0. For 
as1 < 0 and as1 < 0 we have a similar discussion. 
Now we assume that the conclusion holds for n = k. For n = k + 1 we can 
assume that 
Ak a 
A= p o, 
[ 1 (2) 
where A, is the leading principal submatrix of order k of A. By the 
induction assumption, there exists a signature matrix Sk of order k such that 
S,A$, Q 0. Take 
s=‘k o t [ 1 0 1; 
then 
&AS, = [ ‘aAs:s, “;pl. (3) 
For BEC”,” and PC(~) = {1,2,..., n }, we denote by B[p] the matrix 
[bij] with i, j EIJ. (B[I_~] E CI”IvI’l, where JpLJ denotes the cardinality of p). 
Suppose two elements of pSk have different signs; e.g., assume that 
ak+liak+lj -C 0, 1~ i < j Q k. Thus we deduce that det S,AS,[i, j, k + l] > 0, 
which contradicts S,AS,[i, j, k + l] E PNP. So all elements of @Sk have the 
same sign, and all elements of Ska also have the same sign. If /3S, < 0, take 
S = S,; then SAS G 0. If ,8S, > 0, take 
s/k o 
[ I 0 -1 ; 
then SAS < 0. 
If a ii # 0 then a,, < 0 (1 G i 6 n). Now SAS and A have the same 
diagonal for any signature matrix S, which implies that SAS < 0 provided 
SAS Q 0. n 
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THEOREM 2.5. Let A = (u~~)“~,, E PNP with aij # 0 (i # j). Then there 
exists a signature matrix S such that SAS < 0. Further, if aii f 0 (1 Q i < n) 
then SAS < 0. 
COROLLARY 2.6. Let A = (u~~)~~,, E PNP with a,, # 0 (1~ i < n). If all 
elements of some column (row) are negative, then A < 0. 
Proof. Since a,, # 0 (16 i d n), we have A E PNP, so aii < 0 (1~ i d n) 
and a, j + 0 (i # j). By Theorem 2.5 there exists a signature matrix S such 
that SAS < 0. But A has a negative column (row); hence S = I, that is, 
A < 0. n 
This result contains the corresponding result in [l]. 
COROLLARY 2.7. Let A =(uij)nxn EPNP with a,,#0 (l<id n). Zf 
there exists a full-cycle permutation (il . . . i,) of (12 . . . n) such that 
alil<O, Q~,<O ,..., a,, ~0, thenA<O. n 
Proof. By the same reasoning as for Corollary 2.6, there exists a signa- 
ture matrix S such that SAS < 0. By assumption there exists a permutation 
matrix Psuchthat A=(Eij)nxn=PAPTsatisfies z,,<O, Ess<O,...,a”,_,, 
< 0, a”,, < 0. Since PSASP*= PSP*PAP*PSP*< 0 and s”= PSP* is also a 
signature matrix, s” is either I or - I, that is, S is either Z or - I, which 
implies that A < 0. n 
THEOREM 2.8. Let A =(aij)nxn E PNP be such that if aij = 0 then 
aji = 0 (i z j). Then there exists a signature matrix S such that SAS < 0. 
Proof. We use induction on the order of A. The statement is clear when 
n = 2. Suppose that the conclusion holds provided n < k. To prove the 
conclusion holds when n = k + 1, we can assume that a,, = 0 (1~ i < n) by 
Lemma 2.3. 
(i) A is reducibb. Then there exists a permutation matrix P such that 
, (4) 
where A, and A,_, are square matrices of orders t and n - t (1 d t < n - l), 
respectively. By the induction assumption there exist two signature matrices 
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S, and S,_, of orders t and n - t respectively such that S, A tS, < 0 and 
S,_,A,_,S,_, G 0. Let 
S=P St 0 
[ 1 0 SW PT; 
then S is also signature matrix of order n and SAS < 0. 
(ii) A is irreducible. Without loss of generality we can assume that A 
has the form (2) and the number of nonzero elements of a is less than or 
equal to the number of nonzero elements in any other column. Thus there 
exists a signature matrix S, = diag(s,, . . . , sk) of order k such that S,A,S, < 0. 
By the irreducibility of A it follows that S,a # 0. 
Case 1. All nonzero elements of Ska have the same sign. If e.g. S,a > 0, 
take 
s= Sk 0 
[ 1 0 -1 ; 
then SAS < 0. 
Case 2. Not all rwnzero elements of S,a have the same sign. Suppose that 
Siaik+l<O~ Sjajk+l >O(l<i<j<k), s@,k+l=O(lQt<i), slalk+l<O 
(i < I < j). Let 
s=‘k ’ 
I 
[ 1 0 1’ 
If aij # 0, i.e., aijsisj < 0, then det S,AS,[i, j, k + l] > 0, which contradicts 
!$A& E PNP. If a, j = 0, then there exists at least one a,, # 0, 1 < m < k, by 
the assumption on a. Moreover, we deduce that det S,AS,[m, i, j, k + l] > 0 
provided 1~ m < i, det S,AS,[i, m, j, k + l] > 0 provided i < m < j, and 
det S,AS,[i, j, m, k + l] > 0 provided j < m < k + 1. This is a contradiction. 
Therefore all nonzero elements of Ska have the same sign, which implies that 
there exists a signature matrix S of order k + 1 such that SAS < 0. The proof 
is complete. n 
Clearly, Theorem 2.8 is a generalization of Theorem 2.5. 
COROLLARY 2.9. Let A = (aij)3x3 be an irreducible p.n.p. matrix. Then 
there exists a signature matrix S, of order 3 such that S,AS, < 0. 
Proof. If A satisfies a jj = 0 iff a ji = 0, the conclusion is clear by 
Theorem 2.8. Hence without loss of generality we may assume that a,,a,a,, 
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# 0 and at least one of uis, uai, us2 is zero. By det A = a12u23u31 < 0 we 
can assume that uia < 0, a23 > 0, usi > 0. Construct a matrix A = (a”ii)3X.a, 
where cii = uij if uij # 0 and Eij = l/uji if uij = 0, i # j. Then we obtain 
that det A < 0, so A E PNP. Thus there exists a signature matrix S, of order 3 
such that S,AS, < 0, which implies that S,AS, < 0. n 
Finally, we give the structure of the intersection set of p.n.p. matrices and 
inverse p.n.p. matrices. 
LEMMA 2.10. Let A = (u~~),,~~ be a real m&ix. Then A E IPNP if and 
only if det A < 0 and det A, >, 0, where A, is any principal submatrix of 
orderkofA, k=1,2 ,..., n-l. 
By Lemma 2.10 and the definition of p.n.p. matrices we can obtain the 
following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.11. Let A = (uij),,_ be a real matrix. Then A E PNPnIPNP 
if and only if det A < 0 and det A, = 0, where A, is any principal submutrix 
oforderkofA, k=1,2 ,..., n-l. 
THEOREM 2.12. Let A = (uij)nxn be a real matrix. Then A E PNP n 
IPNP if and only if there exists a permutation matrix Q of order n such that 
0 b12 0 .‘. 0 
0 0 b, *. : 
. . 
B=QAQT=(bij)_= f : ‘.. -.. 0 
0 0 h-l, 
b 
d 
0 . . . .:. 0 
where ( - l)“-‘b,,b, a. . b,_I,b,,l < 0. 
) (5) 
Proof. We need only prove necessity. Since A is a nonsingular p.n.p. 
matrix, A is irreducible [S]. Moreover, by Lemma 2.11 we have that a,, = 0 
(16 i < n) and there exists a shortest circuit with length n in the directed 
graph G(A) of A [or else there exists a circuit y with length k in the 
directed graph G(A,) of some principal submatrix A, and there exist no 
other circuits in G(A,), 2 Q k < n - 1; thus det A, # 0, which is a contradic- 
tion]. Therefore without loss of generality we assume that A has the 




I 0 a12 * 
* 0 a23 
* 
a * . . . It1 






where a,,~, . . . a,_,,~,,, z 0. It is clear that each entry denoted by * must 
be 0, or else there is a circuit of length less than n. Thus A has form (5). 
Moreover,sinceA~PNP,wehavedetA=(-1)”~1a12u23~~~an_~nanl~0, 
and the proof is complete. W 
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